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Susan Edwards Richmond: Bird Count Activity Plans 

 

Painting with Feathers (Art) 

 

Description and Goals 

Children use real bird feathers as paint brushes in order to explore unique mark-making possibilities, and 

understand that other objects besides conventional brushes can be used to make paintings. Children will 

explore different ways to manipulate the material to achieve a variety of effects.           

 

Developmental Areas and Skills:  Creative and Physical Domains 

  

Curriculum Standards and Guidelines 

Guidelines for Preschool Learning Experiences (MA Department of Education): 

Arts Standard 18 (Visual Arts). Explore a variety of age-appropriate materials and media to create 

two and three-dimensional artwork.  

Next Generation Science Standards 

1-LS1-2 Read texts and use media to determine patterns in behavior of parents and offspring that 

help offspring survive. 

 

Objectives 

 Children practice fine motor skills to apply paint using a feather to a sheet of black construction paper.  

 Children produce at least two different kinds of marks by moving the feather in different ways, for 

example by sweeping the feathery ends, or plumes, across the page; using the sharp, quill end to apply 

dots; or pressing the length of the feather against the page.  

 

Materials  

 Feathers: Not Just for Flying by Melissa Stewart and illustrated by Sarah Brannen. 

 White board or piece of chart paper and appropriate drawing implement.  

 A clean, sturdy feather at least 5 inches long (1 per child, or per station at an art table).  Wild turkey 

or gull feathers are particularly good.  

 Black construction paper (at least 1 per child). 

 Tempera paints in three bold or luminescent colors (for example, pink, neon green, yellow). 

Introduction 

Read Feathers: Not Just for Flying by Melissa Stewart and illustrated by Sarah Brannen, which describes 

the structure of feathers and portrays different ways that birds use feathers. Sketch a feather on a 

whiteboard or piece of chart paper and/or hold up a feather. Point out the quill (sharp pointed end), shaft 

(long cylinder to which the soft, feathery plumes attach), and vane (soft, plumes). Write the words quill, 

shaft, and vane on the board or page, with arrows pointing to the corresponding part.  
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Procedure 

1. In advance, set up a work place for each child, or a manageable number of stations at an art 

table that will be part of a rotation during free play. Each work place or station should have a 

feather and a sheet of black construction paper. Three colors of paint should be set up at 

stations in a ratio that will work for your children. (One set for each pair, or group of 3 or 4.) 

2. Introduce Activity (above). 

3. Invite children to create paintings with their feather and shared set of paints. Guide them in 

using the feather in a variety of ways to apply the paint to paper.  

4. Ask questions such as the following, and record children’s responses: 

 How does it feel to use the feather as a paintbrush? 

 How are you using the feather to make different kinds of marks? 

 Tell me about your painting. 

5. Allow children enough time to paint so they feel satisfied with their art work. 

6. Encourage children to “sign” their paintings even if they do not know how to make the letters. 

(You can also write their names on the back.) 

 

Conclusion 

Give children a “heads up” to finish their work a few minutes before announcing clean-up time. You may 

wish to offer children the option of saying a few words to the class about their painting. Help children move 

their  paintings to a clean secure surface to allow the paintings to dry, and let them know they will probably 

take a day or two to dry before they are ready to display.  

 

Accommodations 

Allow children who are not finished with their paintings to finish during a free period later that day or the 

following day. If a child is concerned about getting paint on hands, offer latex-free gloves. For children who 

may have difficulty with the fine motor skills necessary to hold the feather in a tripod or similar grip, offer the 

option to dip the shaft or vane of the feather in paint and apply it to the page using a stamping technique.   

 

Evaluation 

The activity will be successful if the children are able to use the feather to apply paint to paper and create 

an individual work. If children can make at least two kinds of marks with the feather, for example, sweeping 

the feathery plumes across the page; using the sharp quill end to apply dots; or pressing the length of the 

feather against the page, that will further indicate the activity’s success. 

 

Family/Community Engagement 

Create a gallery of the feather paintings on a bulletin board and invite families to view the work during pick 

up, drop off, or at a social event. Or photograph the paintings and include the images in a family newsletter.  

 


